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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of solving the equation 
H,u - G,u = Au, (1.1) 
where H,, is a self-adjoint operator with known spectral measure E. for the 
complex Hilbert space X and G, is given as a symmetric operator in X 
depending on h, and where by a solution pair u, h to (1.1) we mean that X 
is to be a real scalar and u is to be a nonnull X vector belonging to both the 
domain of H,, and of G, and (1.1) is to be satisfied by u and h. 
As considered here, G, is assumed small with respect to Ho in a variety 
of senses, and we will consider u close to a known finite m-dimensional 
family of solutions of (1.1) with G, replaced by zero, as stated specifically 
later. Notice that if G,, is replaced by se in (1.1) with G independent of h, 
then (1.1) becomes the classical perturbation problem with - G the per- 
turbation operator and s the perturbation parameter, for which of course a 
well developed mathematical theory is now known. However, we wish to 
assume here virtually nothing about the nature of the dependence of G, 
upon h, which by considering the special case where X is one-dimensional 
(and the resulting transcendental equation in scalar X only to which (1.1) 
then reduces) clearly precludes the usual perturbation result for the above 
classical problem. Instead we concentrate upon the reduction of the (1.1) 
problem with generally infinite dimensional X there to an m-dimensional 
(m as stated above) problem of the same form represented by a series in 
powers of G, involving the known E,, , which by taking determinants of 
course is equivalent to a single transcendental equation in real X with the 
vector u eliminated. Such a procedure may be quite useful computationally, 
even in the above classical development, as is quite in accord with the views 
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of Lijwdin ([8], p. 291) and others [II], w o nevertheless do not seem to have h 
obtained precisely our results; and, as seen, our procedure seems all that is 
possible when arbitrary dependence of G, on h is allowed. 
It should also be remarked that the above dimension reduction procedure 
is essentially a partitioning procedure (see [8], p. 256, 268); likewise our 
problem (I .I) arises in a natural way ([3], (6.1), p. 418 and [2], (2.9) and 
(2.A), p. 150-151) from partitioning applied to a usual eigenvalue problem 
linear in h in some larger space. Actually it is rather easy to indicate the gist 
of our analysis here for this partitioning procedure. For with the X orthogonal 
projection operators PO and PL = I - P,, with P,, defined in Section 2 
following, so the range space P,,X is m dimensional, operating by P,, and p-L 
on (1.1) yields the equivalent pair of equations 
H,,Pou - hP,u - P,,GAPou = PoGAPLu, 
(PLHpL - AP, - P,G,P,) P,u = P,G,P,u. 
(1.2i) 
Thence (see Lemma 3.c), under suitable existence and convergence con- 
ditions of course, the inverse of the PIX subspace operator ( ) on the left 
side of (1.2ii) is represented as the sum of a geometric operator series in powers 
of essentially G,,; thus operating on (1.2ii) by this inverse yields PLu as a 
known h dependent operator acting on P,,u, which when substituted into 
the right side of (1.2i) yields a type (1.1) problem in h and the new m-dimen- 
sional u’ = P,u as desired. 
In view of the simplicity of the above sketched partitioning procedure, 
it is feasible for us to observe what happens to this procedure under a gradua- 
tion of hypotheses mimicking the standard ones for analytic perturbation 
theory, asymptotic perturbation theory, and others; the precise results are 
stated in Section 2 following, with their proofs following in Section 3. In 
the special case of (I. 1) which is the classical perturbation problem as above, 
these statements erve to condense known results into capsulized form. Also 
one of our result statements was made earlier by us ([3], Theorem VI, 
p. 419-410), and the present paper evolved from studying a variety of hypo- 
theses to find something that may reasonably be expected actually to apply to 
the situation in Section 4 of this earlier paper, for which the current status 
is as sketched in Section 4 here following. 
2. RESULTS 
We first state a variety of hypotheses, in terms of which our theorems will 
be stated following. We will always make the following Assumption I here. 
Hypothesis I
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Let H,, be a self-adjoint linear operator with dense domain 53 in the positive 
dimensional complex Hilbert space X, and for the resulting spectral measure E, 
let the orthogonal projection PO = E,,(V,) for some real interval V,, = (a, b) 
with - co < a < b < + CC have the range space POX have positive finite 
dimension m; also fm each .4 in the nonempty open real interval VI let G, be a 
symmetric linear operator in X with dense domain Q, such that POX C Q, . 
Since V,, is bounded, of course P,, = EO( I/,) has PJ C C8 in I by the charac- 
terization of the domain B of HO in terms the spectral measure E,, of H,, 
(see [9], p. 45, 50); hence P,,X C $3 n QA follows from I. Likewise under I 
since the range subspace POX has positive finite dimension m, thus integer 
m E [ 1, + co) and V, n a(H,) = u”,, {#I,} with H,~J, = &q~, for some 
finite orthonormal set S C POX having S = ur=, {vP} disjointly and 
pow = f (w, 9%) 9% 
xl=1 
(2.1) 
for all w E X, the above 8, of course being real scalars and o(H,,) denoting 
the spectrum of H,, . 
Hypothesis II at X E V, 
Assuming I, for the given A E VI let fn be a Bore1 measurable, real valued 
function on R, = (- CO, + co) such that with A, = (RI 2 V,,) n o(H,,) there 
holds both 
and 
‘,z;p If&) It -f&) - 4-l I) < + cJx* 
I 
(2.3) 
In II and hereafter - denotes set subtraction, R, L V, being the comple- 
ment of V, in R, . 
Hypothesis 11.1 at h E VI 
Assuming I, for the given h E VI let both II hold and in addition let 




Now assuming I and II for a A E VI , with Al in II the spectral integrals 
([6], Section 37, p. 60) 
B, = [ (t -f&) - h)-l d&(t), (2.5) 
both exist as bounded Hermitian operators on X. By the usual properties of 
spectral measures including 
and J%(A n B) = 4,(A) J%(B) 
for Bore1 subsets A and B of R, , the complementary orthogonal projection 
Pl = I - P,, to PO has Pl = E&4,) and 
BA = P,B, = BAP,, KA = P,K, = K,P, , 
B,K,, = KABA (2.7) 
follow with (2.5) and (2.6) under I and II at X E V, . 
Notice with h = 0 and A, = [ 1, + co), as certainly can arise under I, 
that JA(t) = t + 1 over t E R, satisfies (2.2) and (2.4) but does not satisfy 
(2.3), and that &(t) = - t2 over t E R, satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) but does not 
satisfy (2.4), noting here a(H,,) > A, = [I, + co). Thus these counter- 
examples show that neither of (2.3) or (2.4) implies the other, even with (2.2) 
assumed. 
Next notice for the special case in II wheref,(t) = C,, over t E R, for some 
real constant C, for the given h E V, , then Hypotheses II and II.1 clearly 
coincide as the single condition that the closed set A, = (R, L V,,) n o(H,) 
have 
(CA+~+A,. (2.2)’ 
In this case with (2.2)’ holding, clearly above 
K, = CAB, , U-8) 
B, = [f-f, - (C,, + WI;‘, (2.9) 
the right side of (2.9) denoting the usual pseudo-inverse defined as LP, , where 
L is the PAX subspace operator inverse of the restriction of [H, - (C, + h) I] 
to the PIX subspace with domain 9 n P,X, this restriction being one-to-one 
by (2.2)‘. As needed here, note using I only that H,, takes 9 n PLX into 
PIX, for with (2.1) and pP E POX C 9 and H,,tp, = &rp, follows 
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over w E X (showing HOPa is bounded Hermitian on X), and thence over 
v E 29 follows 
and hence 
P,H, = HO - P,,HO = HO - Hop0 = HOP, 
with 9 the common domain of all members of this equation, proving the 
asserted 
H&B n PIX) C PAX. 
Hereafter with (2.5) and (2.6) definitions under I and II in general, we 
consider the following additional hypotheses. 
Hypothesis III.1 at X E V, of order n > 1 
Assuming both I and II for the given h E VI , in addition fur the given integer 
n > 1 let 
(P~GB, - KJ” P~GY, (2.10) 
be defined in X for all integer v E [l, n] and for all v9 E S as in (2.1). 
Hypothesis III.2 at h E VI 
Assuming both I and II for the given h E VI , in addition let III.1 hold at this h 
for all integer n 3 1 and also for all vj and v’l, E S let 
and let the complex series 
gl (fW’,G& - WY J’lGvi 9 P,Gd 
be convergent. 
Hypothesis III.3 at X E V, 
(2.12) 
Assuming both I and II for the given A E VI , in addition let III.1 hold at 
this /\ for all integer n 3 I and also for each pp E S let the X vector series 
(2.13) 
converge in X norm metric (i.e. strongly) to some X vector. 
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Hypothesis III.4 at h E L’, 
Assuming both I and II for the given h E I’, , in addition for this /\ let G,B, 
be a bounded linear operator on X having 
// P,G,B, - IT-, ; -i I. (2.14) 
Note that III.4 in saying that G,B,, be a bounded linear operator on X thus 
requires that B,XC Qn, . Also note the graduated stringency of these III 
conditions, namely we have the obvious implication chain 
III.4 > III.3 1 III.2 :+. III. I. (2.15) 
Rather like these III conditions are the following IV ones. As seen following 
(Lemma 3.a) under I and II for h E V, , B,, is one-to-one from PLX into 
P,X, and thus exists the inverse (Bn)yl of the PIX subspace operator which 
is the restriction of B,, to P,X, so defining (B&l in (2.16) following. 
Hypothesis IV. 1.1 at X E Vi of order n 3 0 
Assuming both I and II fey the given h E b’, , in addition for the given integer 
n > 0 let 
ALn = B,(P,G,B, - KJrL+l (B,);’ (2.16) 
have I - ,L,, be one-to-one from the ,,L,, domain into PIX. 
Note here by definition that (,L, domain) C ([B&l domain) = B,X with 
B,X C P,X by (2.7). 
Hypothesis IV.1.2 at h E V1 of order n > 0 
Assuming both I and II for the given /\ E Vl , in addition for the given integer 
n 3 0 let ,,L, in (2.16) have 
II AL8 II G r II v II (2.17) 
over all v in its domain for some constant Y E [0, 1). 
Hypothesis IV.2 at X E VI 
Assuming both I and II for the given h E VI , in addition let AL,, in (2.16) have 
over all v E fl,“30 (domain of nL,J. 
Note that if III.4 holds, then in (2.16) follows 
(domain of nL,) = (domain of (BJ;l) 
(2.18) 
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for all integer rr 2 0, and for all v in this fixed domain (2.18) follows from 
(2.14), showing III.4 => IV.2. Also (see Lemma 3.f following) here 
IV.1.2 3 IV.1.1. 
Hypothesis V.1 at X E V, 
Assuming both I and II for thegiven h E V, , in addition let P,(H, - GA -- AZ) 
(of course having domain 9 n Q,) be one-to-one from Sz, n 9 n PLX into PLX. 
Hypothesis V.2 at h E V, 
Assuming both I and II for the given /\ E V, , in addition let 
Q2,n9nPP,XCB,X. (2.19) 
Since B,X C Q,, follows from III.4 as noted thereafter actually (see 3.1 of 3a) 
assumption of both III.4 and V.2 implies equality in (2.19), that is 
QAn9nPP,X=B,X. (2.20) 
Also (see the 2.f proof) from (2.19) and (2.14) will follow V.1, so [III.4 
plus V.21 =P- V.l. Also I plus II.1 will be seen (Lemma 3b) to imply 
9 n PLX = B,X, (2.21) 
from which of course (2.19) follows; thus [I plus II.11 ti V.2. 
Hypothesis VI.1 at h E V, 
Assuming I, in addition let QA n 9 be dase in X for the given h E Vl . 
Hypothesis VI.2 at h E Vl 
Assuming I, in addition let HO - G,, (with domain Q,, n 9 of course) possess 
a self-adjoin2 extension r?, for this X E V, . 
This finishes our hypotheses and we are now ready to state our results as 
theorems. First as notation for integer n’ 2 1 and integer n > 0 and /\ E V, 
and integer p, j E [I, m] under I and II: 
,WA = I, ,,pW, = I + 5 (PLG,B, - KJ”, (2.22) 
v-1 
2, = 4 nw, 9 (2.23) 
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with the sense of the limit in (2.24) to be specified in the statement of our 
theorems, 
rdFdA) = (is, - A) 6~.~ --- (Gnvj > TJJ LT,P, Gvi , P ~GaJ, 
(2.25) 
Fpj(X) = (p, - A) Sp,j -- (GAVj I VP) (II’J’,Gs, 7 YLGATJ~,)~ (2.26) 
where as usual S,,j = (1 if j = p, 0 otherwise); also yLF,, denotes the m by m 
complex matrix having entries ,&Fnj(A), and likewise for FA from F,,(A). 
THEOREM 2a. For some h E VI let Hypotheses I and II hold and also let 
hold hypothesis III.1 of order n 2 1. If also for some integer Y E [0, n - I] 
the clearl?, (2.25) properly defined matrix .F, has 
0 = det “FA , 
then it follows that over all integer p E [ 1, m] 
(2.27) 
0 = f s,,F,,(h) (2.28) 
j=l 
for some m tuple of complex sg having xy=:“=, ) s, / > 0, and moreover for all 
such m tuples of sp 
PII 
u = zl s&3, + JJ’,Gd (2.29) 
defines u E Q, n 9 having 
ll4lb F /s,,121’2>o, ( 1 p=l (2.30) 
I EQAnBB,XCQAnS@nPP,X, 
(2.31) 
H,u - Ghu - Au = - P,(P,G,B, - KJ”+l P,G, (2.32) 
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COROLLARY 2b. If all the 2a hypotheses hold for some h E V, , and if also 
Hypothesis VI.2 holds for this h, then in addition to the 2a conclusions also there 
exists some x E o(ir,) with I?A in VI.2 such that with v in 2a 
1 x - h 1 < 
i 
5 11 (P,G,B, - Kn)v+l P,G,v, “‘. (2.34) 
lI=l 
THEOREM 2c. For some h E VI let Iiypotheses I, II, and III.3 all hold. As in 
(2.24) defining T,,v = (limn++oo nTAv) for those v E X such that this X norm 
(i.e. strong) limit exists, if also the resulting matrix FA in (2.26) has 
0 = detF,, (2.35) 
then it follows that over all integer p E [I, m] 
0 = f s,F,,(X) 
j-1 
(2.36) 
for some m tuple of complex s, having Crz”=, 1so 1 > 0, and moreover for all 
such m tuples of sp 
u = ~14~~ + TJ’,Gd (2.37) 
defines u E S? n SZ,,f where Q,+ is the domain of Gf* and such u has (2.30) 
hold and 
(2.38) 
with P,u E QA+ n B,X C Q,+ n 9 n PLX and 
H# - G,Y*u = hu. (2.39) 
As usual, D* * in 2c and hereafter denotes the double adjoint of an operator 
D in X. 
THEOREM 2c.l. If VI.1 is added to the 2c hypotheses, then as well as the 
conclusions there also both u and PLu in (2.37) and (2.38) belong to the domain of 
(4 - GA)** and as well as (2.39) this u satisfies 
(H,, - GJ** u = hu. (2.40) 
THEOREM 2d. For some X E VI let Hypotheses I, II, and III.4 all hold. 
DeJm’ng TA by the operator norm limit sense (i.e. 0 = limn.++ca 11 T, - nT,+ 11) 
of (2.24) with this limit existing, tf also the resulting matrix F,, in (2.26) satisfes 
(2.35), then (2.36) follows for some m tuple of complex sD having 1::: 1 I s,, ~ 0, 
and moreover for all such m tuples of sD tke u E S de$ned by] (2.37) has 
u E 9 n Q, and satisfies (2.30) and (2.38) with I’:~u E B,X C -0, n 9 n I’, Li’ 
and 
H,u G,lu := Au. (2.41) 
In view of the above noted (2.15), we see that except for needed extra 
hypotheses of less significance, the hypotheses in 2a-2d are of graded string- 
ency according to these various forms of III. We now turn to converse type 
theorems (in the sense of reversing the implication from (2.27) or (2.35) 
toward the 1.1 form (2.41), (2.40), (2.39), (2.34), or (2.33)), working back 
down the (2.15) sequence, but unfortunately needing a more complicated 
involvement with extra hypotheses. 
THEOREM 2e. For some h E I; let Hypotheses I, II, 111.4, and v.1 all 
hold. If some u E 9 n Q, has 11 u I/ > 0 and satis$es (2.41) then with T,, defined 
as in 2d and with s, = (u, q~,,) over all vN E S there follow (2.38), (2.37), (2.30), 
(2.36), and (2.35). 
COROLLARY 2f. If Hypothesis v. 1 is replaced by V.2 in the 2e statement, 
then all the hypotheses in the original 2e statement are also satisfied and the 2t: 
conclusions all hold. 
COROLLARY 2g. For some h E l’i let IIypotheses I, II. I, and III.4 all hold. 
Then V.2 and V. 1 also hold and the 2e conclu.~ions all hold. 
In view of the remark culminating in (2.20) we see that 2f together with 2d 
constitute essentially our previous theorem to which we referred in the last 
sentence of the introduction. Actually 2g and 2d form a more pleasing pair. 
LEMMA 2h. For some h E V, let Hypotheses I, II, 111.2, and V.2 all hold. 
If some u E 9 n Q, has I! u 11 :- 0 and satisfies (2.41), then with (2.25) 
,F,,@) = b.-i+x ,,F&) exists complex oaer integer p, j E [I, m] and 
s, = (u, q~,) there satisfies 
0 = 5 SjmFpj(A). (2.42) 
j=l 
THEOREM 2i. For some A E V1 let hold Hypotheses I, II, III.2, V.2, and 
IV.1. I of some order n > 0. Then all the 2h conclusions hold, and in addition the 
u and sg = (u, P)~) there satisfy (2.30) and 
0 = det ,F, , (2.43) 
where ,F, is the m by m complex matrix having elements ,F&) defined in 2h. 
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COROLLARY 2j. Zf Hypothesis IV.1. I of some order n 3 0 is replaced by 
IV. I .2 of the same order in the 2i statement, then all the hypotheses in the original 
2i statement are also satisfied and the 2i conclusions all hold. 
THEOREM 2k. Zf Hypothesis IV. I. 1 of order n 3 0 is replaced by IV.2 in 
the 2i statement, then all the 2i conclusions still hold. 
LEMMA 2m. For some X E V, let hold Hypotheses I, II, V.2, and also III.1 
of some order n 2 1. Zf some u E 9 n Qn, has I/ u // > 0 and satis$es (2.41), then 
with sg = (u, CJQ,) over all y, E S there follows for each integer IJ E [0, n - 1] 
that (note (2.16) notation) 
I 
+ B,(P,G,B, - K,)“+l (B,);’ PLu, (2.44) 
o = [sl sj “F,(h)] - (Plu, [PlG,B, - KAY+~ p~%J. (2.45) 
THEOREM 2n. For some A E V, and integer v and n having 0 < v < n - 1, 
let hold hypotheses I, II, III.1 of order n, IV.l.l of order v, and 17.2. Then all 
the 2m conclusions hold, and in addition the u and s, = (u, v,) there satisfy 
(2.30) and 
O=detJA, (2-46) 
where PA is the m by m complex matrix with entries 
&,A4 = .F&) - ([I - A-1 ,TJ’,Gvi 9 [P~GB, - W+1 P,Gp,,) 
(2.47) 
for the known one-to-one operator Z - AL, given by (2.16). 
COROLLARY 20. Zf Hypothesis IV. 1.1 of order v is replaced by IV. 1.2 of the 
same order in the 2n statement, then all the hypotheses in the original 2n state- 
ment are also satis$ed and the 2n conclusions all hold. 
Notice these converse statements are grouped according to the version of 
the III hypothesis, 2e-g being for 111.4,2h-k being for 111.2, 2m-o for 111.1. 
Like 2g (note (2.21)), the following corollary is also useful, which has been 
carefully phrased to make clear that when used for example with 2j that the 
stated II.1 for II + V.2 replacement is understood also in the 2i statement. 
COROLLARY 2p. Zf the pair of Hypotheses II and V.2 are throughout all 
the statements 2h-o replaced by the single hypothesis 11.1, then the conclusions 
of these respective statements remain valid without other change. 
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As III and IV clearly indicate, and one of the specific members of these 
is always assumed, the motivation of all our statements 2a-p is that thefA in II 
is always to be chosen so that the B, and K,, resulting in (2.5) and (2.6) make 
P,G,B, -~ KA (2.48) 
be “small”, as made precise in III and IV. Of course in practice for a given ZZ, 
and E. and Gh as in I it may be far from clear precisely how to choose L, 
to satisfy II and to achieve such smallness, although the general idea (note 
(2.50) below) is thatf, should approximate the “diagonal part” of G, accord- 
ing to the representation determined by the spectral measure E,, for Ho. 
In the lack of other special simplifying information for a given instance of 
our Problem (1 .l), presumably the constant choice 
m = CA (2.49) 
over t E R, is to be made; then, subject to (2.2)‘ to which the now coinciding 
II and II.1 reduce, the real parameter C, is at our disposal to make (2.48) 
“small”, noting (2.48) now becomes (note (2.9) and (2.8)) 
P,G,B, - KA = (PLGh - C,Z) B, = (P,G, - C,Z) [Ho - (CA + X)Z];‘. 
To weigh further the significance of our results 2a-p, we restrict to the 
above constant choice (2.49) special case and compare with known perturba- 
tion theorems with GA replaced by sG as in the second paragraph of the 
introduction. Then observing the converse pair (note II and II. 1 now coincide 
as (2.2)’ above) 2d and 2g, the main condition III.4 requires first that 
GAB, = &B, be bounded on X, which is easily seen here to be equivalent 
to G being relatively bounded with respect to H,, , and secondly that (2.14) 
hold with (2.50) and G,, = se, which of course then follows for C,, = 0 and 
real s having 1 s 1 sufficiently small; hence this 2d, 2g pair corresponds 
precisely to the standard analytic perturbation theorem ([IO], Section 136, 
p. 373). Likewise shifting from III.4 to the next lower stage III.3 or 111.2, to 
which 2c, 2c.1, 2h-k, 2p apply, we see that such III.3 and III.2 are quite 
close to our previous convergence criteria ([l], Eq. 52, 53), and in fact 2c 
and 2c.l here are quite analogous to theorems T.4, T.5, T.6 there, since there 
the perturbation operator is assumed closed and here in (2.39) of course G,** 
is well known to be the closure of GA . Finally for the bottom stage III. 1, 
to which 2a, 2b, 2m-p apply, we see these results are rather analogous to the 
now known asymptotic perturbation theory results ([7], Chapt. 8, Section 1 
and Section 2); the extra assumptions beyond I, II. 1, III. 1 in our above 2b 
and 2n, o modified by 2p, namely VI.2 and IV. 1 .I, IV. 1.2, together with the 
partial nature of our conclusions here, presumably correspond to the extra 
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assumption of stability ([7], Chapt. 8, Section 1, Sec. 4) in asymptotic pertur- 
bation theory, whereas for our total perturbed operator H,, - G,, because 
of the dependence on h there is no obvious reasonable analog to stability. 
Finally to examine our computational formula (2.35) resulting here, con- 
sider the special case m = 1 and the constant choice (2.49) with CA = 0. 
Thus (2.50) becomes 
P,G,B, - KA = P,GA(HO - hZ);l, (2.51) 
and hence in (2.35) with (2.22), (2.23), (2.26) and (2.9) 
- f (G,P,(H, - xrr [P,G,(H, - w;lr p,m , Ed, (2.52) 
n=1 
which we see agrees with the usual known Brillouin formulas ([8], Eq. 87, 
p. 275) in terms of the pseudo-inverse (H,, - AZ);’ and the perturbation 
- GA . 
3. PROOFS 
In this section we give the proofs of Theorems 2a-p stated in Section 2. 
Here it is convenient to start with a number of trivial lemmas. 
LEMMA 3a. For some h E V, let Hypotheses I and II hold. Then the bounded 
Hermitian operator B, on X defined by (2.5) has 
B,XCSSn PLX (3.1) 
with PL as in (2.7), also HsA is bounded Hermitian on X and satisfies 
f&B, = P, + KA i- XB, (3.2) 
with Kh in (2.6), and also B, is one-to-one from PLX onto B,X. 
PROOF. Over t E A, in II clearly 
t(t - fh(t) - q-1 = 1 + fA(t) (t - fn(t) - X)-l + qt -fh(t) - A)-1 (3.3) 
with (2.2) and (2.3) making each term on the right bounded there. Since 
y = B,,x has 
(4@) Y 3 Y) = WJ%(Q x9 4 = s,,, (t - fn(t) - A)-’ 4%(t) xv x) 
I 
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from (2.5) over Bore1 sets 11 !I R, for .x c -Y, thus follows 
JR1 1’ d&(t) y, y) :y= J‘,, 1 t(t f,,(t) - A)-~’ 2 d&(t) x, x) r %’ 
and thus B,.r =-: y E 9 by the spectral measure characterization of the 
domain 9 of H,, . Thus BJ C 9 and B, =L PiB, by (2.7) proves (3. I). 
Also 0, = J,-r.T1 t dF$(t) has QrBd = Jl-r.r~~~, j(3.3) right side] &,(i), 
whence 0 == (lim,,,, I/ H,y ~ Qry 1:) by the spectral theorem for y E 9 
shows by (2.5) and (2.6) that 
over x E X and (3.2) follows. Finally if jl B,z j/ = 0 for some z E P,X, then 
0 = (I&z, B,z) = (B,%, 2) = IL A / (t -oh - X)F2 44) 
with ~~(0) = (E,,(D) Z, Z) over Bore1 D C R, , whence using pLz o-additivity 
follows 
since z E P,X has z = P,x and P,z = PLL$x = P,x = Z. Thus Ij B,z I[ == 0 
for z E PLX makes j/ x /I = 0, which with (2.7) shows B, is one-to-one from 
PIX onto B,P,X = B,X. (Q.E.D) 
LEMMA 3b. For some h E Lrl let hypotheses I and 11.1 hold. Then all the 
hypotheses and conclusions of 3a hold and in addition 
B,X = 59 n PiX. (3.4) 
PROOF. Since I and II.1 explicitly contain II, the 3a hypotheses and 
conclusions hold here. Also 1 fA(t)I < Ml dl + t2 over t E o(H,) by (2.4) 
of II.1 assumed here, and thus the spectral integral 
exists as a bounded Hermitian operator on X since its integrand is bounded 
on [- p, p] n u(H,,). Next considering w E 9, the Ho domain, and 
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p(V) = (I$,( V) w, w) over Bore1 V C R, , of course p(R1) = I/ w [I2 < + ~3 
and JR, t2 dp(t) < + CO and thus 
0 = pm 
i m 
1 u - GLdW> I f&J I2 440 
Rl 
= lim 
I R I[_~ e, I f&l I2 444 p++m 1 ) (3.6) 
thence following by dominated convergence. Thus for n 3 p 
II ~JAW - .JP II2 = (LJA - .Jn)’ w, 4 
= I,_,, nlLI-a,nl IfAH I2 44) G 1, I[-n 113 IfAM I2 W) I , 
(3.7) 
shows p J,,w forms a Cauchy sequence in X and J,,w = (lim,,,, 8 JAw) exists 
in X for w E 9 and defines J,, as a linear operator in X with domain 9. 
Next like the (3.2) proof from (3.3) follows 
(Q, - .JA - WB, = &K?~ - .JA - X4 = M-P, PI n A,) (3.8) 
with Q, as in this 3a proof, and H,,w = (lim,,,, Q,w) for w E &@ as there. 
Since BA is bounded and hence continuous on X, with 
above and 
pp = f&(4) w = [;$4([- P, PI n 4) 4 
by Es strong a-additivity, 
P,w = B,(H, ~ Jn - AI) w (3-9) 
over w E 9 thus follows. Hence w EL@ n P,X has w = P,w E B,X and 
9 n PIX C B,X, proving (3.4) by (3.1) already known. Q.E.D. 
REMARK 3b.l. Under the 3b hypotheses, we have shown the JA defined 
in the 3b proof satisfies (3.9) over all w E 9, and likewise from (3.8) 
(f4, - L - W B, = P,m (3.10) 
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by use of (3.1), where similarly 
KA = JAB, (3.11) 
follows. Note (3.10) also follows from (3.11) and (3.2). 
REMARK 3b.2. The condition (2.4) is essentially necessary as well as 
sufficient for 9 J,,w to form a Cauchy sequence for each w E 9, as we needed 
for the definition of J,, ; more precisely, under the strengthened negative of 
(2.4) that &,(gil([M, + co))) # 0 for every real M when 
g,(t) = (1 + w [hw 
is defined, then by standard series constructions with spectral measures one 
can find a w E X such that the p in (3.5) has both JR1 t2 dp(t) < + co, and 
thus w E 9, and also 
s R, If&> I2 44) = + ~0 and 1 I Ri[--D ‘p, I h(t) I2 44) = + OJ 
for each integer p 3 1 and by (3.7) the sequence pJ,,w is not a Cauchy 
sequence. 
Recall for the next lemma and hereafter that (B&l was defined in the 
sentence after (2.15). 
LEMMA 3c. Fm some X E V, let hypotheses I and II hold. Then each 
w E Q, n B,,X has w ~9 n PLX, and w = PLw, How = PLHOPlw, and 
(B,);’ w is dejined and in the domain of GAB, , and 
(PLH,,PL - PLGAPL - hp,) w = (PA - [PAGAB, - KJ) (B,);’ w. (3.12) 
PROOF. Our given w E QA n B,X has w E 9 n PLX by (3.1) of 3a, thus 
w = PLw, whence I making H&2 n PLX) C PLX as seen after (2.9) shows 
PLHOPLw = H,,w. Also from 3a, this w E B,X = BAPLX is in the domain of 
(B&l with BA(BA);l w = w E s2, , and hence (B&l w is in the domain of 
G,,BA . Thus using (3.2) this w E L?A n B,,X has 
(PLH,,PL - P_,G,P, - AP,) w = (HO - AI) w - P,G,w 
= [(Ho - W BA - f’~W41 PJ;l w 
= [P, + K, - P,G,B,] (B,);’ w 
= (PL - [P,G,B, - KJ) (B,);’ w. (3.13) 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3d. If L is a linear operator in the Banach space Y and if some 
y E Y has Lny defined for each integer n E [ 1, p] where integer p > 2, then also 
we have defined 
(I-L)y=(I-LP)y. (3.14) 
PROOF. 
makes this clear. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3e. If L is a bounded linear operator on the Banach space Y having 
11 L 11 < I, then (I - L) is one-to-one from Y onto Y with inverse 
(Z-L)-1 =z+ f L”, 
n=1 
(3.15) 
the right side operator series converging in operator norm to a bounded linear 
operator on Y. 
PROOF. From /IL jJ < 1 we see the operator norm convergence of the 
(3.15) right side series is clear, that is there exists a unique bounded linear 
operator V on Y having 
Thence I/ LP+lII < II L IIp+l - 0 as p+ + co shows by (3.14) that 
(I-L)V= V(I-L)=I. (3.16) 
But (3.16) shows (Z -L) is one-to-one from Y onto Y with inverse. 
(Z - L)-l = V, proving (3.15). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3f. If L is a linear operator in the Banach space Y such that 
11 Ly 11 < r II y II over ally in the domain linear manifold A? of L for some constant 
r E [O, l), then (I -L) is one-to-one from .A! into Y. 
PROOF. If (I - L) y = (I - L) y’ for some y, y’ E A, thus 
~‘-y=~(y’-yy)~~~~~IIy’-~ll~~IIy’-yll~~~(~ --)Ily’-rII<o 
with (1 - r) > 0; hence here II y’ - y II = 0 and y’ = y, showing that Z - L 
is one-to-one from A! into Y as desired. Q.E.D. 
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PROOF OF 2a. From (2.27) the well known facts about matrices and 
determinants yield (2.28) for some m tuple of complex sy having 
Now defining u E X by (2.29) for such an m tuple of s, , where III.1 assures 
that ,T,,P,G,~J, is defined with (2.23), note yp E 9 n QA n P,,X from I and 
the paragraph containing (2.1), and ,T,,P,G,~I, = B,,W,,P,G,p,, is in 
Q, n B,X CQ, n B n PLX by (2.23) and (2.22) and (3.1) and 111.1 of 
order n with 0 ,< v < n - 1. Hence this u in (2.29) belongs to the linear 
manifold CS n Q, , and I = P,, + P, thus yields (2.31) and with (2.1) 
pou = f SdPrl , SP = (u, %A 
v-1 
(3.17) 
whence follows (2.30). 
Finally to obtain (2.32), first from (3.17) and the above noted paragraph 
containing (2.1) we see that 
P,(H,, - XI) P,u = f spPL(Ho - AZ) pp = ‘i: s,(& - A) PLpp = 0, (3.18) 
l-1 P=l 
since PeLp)p = P,P,,Q = 0. Thus this u in (2.29) has 
P,(H,u - G,u - Au) = P,[(H, - Al) - GA] (Pou + Pi,) 
= - P,G,P,u -I- (PLHOp, - P,G,P, - AP,) P,u 
= - P,G,P,,u + (P,HzL - PLGAPL - AP,) 
= - P,W’,u + (P, - P’_,G,B, - 41) 
= - P,GP,u~ + P# - F’~GB, - K,I)P-J’,W’,,u 
= - P,GJ’ou + P,SI - [PLW, - KJ”+l) P,G,P,u 
= - PL(PLGABA - K$+l P,G,P,u, (3.19) 
by using the references and conclusions in the above first paragraph here and 
in addition (3.12), (B,);’ B,, = P, by (2.7) and the (BA)yl definition following 
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(2.15) P,(P,G,$, - K,J = (P,G,B, - K,J P, by (2.7), and finally (3.14) 
with proper domain satisfaction by (3.17) and III.1 and Y < n - 1. Also 
(2.28) now known for this u in (2.29) yields by (2.25) 
0 = 2 Sj,F,,(X) = (/3, - A) SD 
i=l 
- zl sj(GAvj > up) 
by the same references. Hence (2.1) shows P,,(H,,u - G,u - Au) = 0, 
which together with (3.19) and w = P,,w + P,w proves (2.32) by use of 
(3.17) above, and from this (2.32) follows (2.33) obviously. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2b. Using a well-known principle (see, eg., [4], sentence 
following 8.144, p. 210) under the additional Hypothesis VI.2, (2.34) is an 
obvious consequence of the just shown (2.33) and (2.30) of 2a. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2c. From the X norm convergence of the X vector series 
(2.13) in III.3 here assumed, of course with B, bounded the TA of (2.24) with 
limit sense as stated here in 2c has P,G,qj contained in its domain for each 
qj E S, so the matrixF, is defined. Now assuming (2.35), as in the above 2a 
proof there follows (2.36) for some m tuple of complex sz, having 
CL1 I sD 1 > 0. For such sP , (2.37) defines u E X, again since all P,GAtp,, 
are in the domain of T,; in fact the X norm convergence of the (2.13) series 
makes 0 = (lim,,,, I] .z, - ,L W,,P,G,v, 11) with (2.22) and some z, E X 
for each vz, E S, whence follows T,,PIGppp = lim,,,, B,,W,P,G,~, = B,z, 
by BA boundedness, and thus T,,PlGpp9 E BAX C 9 n PIX by (3.1). Since 
pz, E Sz, n 9 n P,X (see the 2a proof first paragraph), thus this u in (2.37) 
has II E L% and satisfies both (2.38) with P,u E BAX C z?B n P,X and satis- 
fies (3.17) which latter yields (2.30) again. Also defining 
for these same sg as in (2.37) for u, of course by (2.24) above 
(3.22) 
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and with (3.17) and (2.7) as in the 2a proof such u, E 9 n 4 as are also P,,un 
and PLun and 
= Pl.BA, W,P,G,(P,u) = B,, WAP,GAPou. 
(3.24) 
Next from (3.23) and (3.24) we see that (3.19) still follows with u there now 
replaced by u, , and thus 
p=1 
with all members having limit 0 as n - + 00 by the known (2.13) series 
norm convergence. Also from (2.36) above with (2.23)-(2.26), like (3.20) 
follows 
0 = 2 SjF,j(A) = 
j=l [ 
hw $ SjnFpj(h) 
3=1 I 
z-z.= jj~~ (BP - A) sp - 2 sj(GA~j 9 VP> - f Sj(nT3~G~~j , P~GAvJ 
I j=l j=l I 
= ;;,71,((& - 4 (un 9 cp,) - (W'oun 9 VP) - (f'lun r P,'h)) 
= ;jym(Hou, - Au, - GA , 4, (3.26) 
whence (2.1) yields 
0 = J$a II PoW,u, - Gun - &J II . 
From I = PO + P, and (3.27) and limit zero in (3.25) follows 
0 = blm 11 Houn - Gnu, - Au, II . 
Next from (3.21), with u, E Z% seen there and with (2.23), 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
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whence (2.22) and the norm convergence of the (2.13) series and the bound- 
edness of HoBn on X seen in 3a show that Houn forms a Cauchy sequence in X 
norm; hence 
follows for some w E X. Of course (3.22), (3.28), and (3.30) together show 
that 
0 = $-I~ 11 (w - Au) - G,u, I/. (3.31) 
Finally, H,, being self-adjoint has Ho = Ho* and is thus closed, whence 
(3.22) and (3.30) with u E B already known (see preceding (3.21)) make 
w = H,u. Also by I our GA has dense domain Sz,, and is symmetric, so G,** 
exists with domain sZ,+ and is the closure ([9], p. 30, 34) of G, , whence (3.22) 
and (3.31) with u, E B n L?h and u E B already known shows that also 
u E QA+ and Gz*u = w - hu = H,u - hu, proving both (2.39) and 
u E LB n sZ,+. Also from this closure reference, G,, _C G,** and a, C JZ/\+, 
so (3.17) above with all pP E 9 shows P,,u E Lr, C JJA+ and thus 
PIU = u - P,u E !z$+. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2c.l. Of course all the 2c proof arguments and conclusions 
still hold, in particular (2.37), (2.38) (3.21)-(3.24) and (3.28). Since by VI.1 
now also assumed we know that the domain 3 n Q, of H,, - GA is dense in X, 
and thus H,, - GA is symmetric since Ho and G,, are so, thus (Ho - GA)** 
exists and (see the last sentence of the 2c proof) from (3.22) plus (3.28) follows 
the desired (2.40) with u cJktA = [domain of (H,, - GA)**]. Also as in the 
2c proof last sentence, Ho - G, C (Ho - G,)** and B n Sz, C MA , and 
thus va E 3 n Sz, CJ?~ with (2.37) and (2.38) also yields PLu ~&if,, . Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2d. Since (note (2.15)) the here assumed III.4 with (2.14) 
of course implies the X norm convergence of the (2.13) series and thus 
implies 111.3, hence all the 2c proof arguments and conclusions remain 
valid, noting that the operator norm definition 0 = (lim,,,, [I TA - ,T, 11) 
in 2d of the bounded linear operator TA on X (clearly existent unique since 
(2.14) and 3e show 0 = (limn++a, 11 W,, - ,W,, 11) with the bounded linear 
operator W,, on X having WA = [I -- (P,G,,B, - KJ]-l and thus T, = B, W,, 
by (2.23) with B, bounded on X) has this T,, now agree with the previous 
strong limit sense of (2.24) used in 2c. Since G,,B, is bounded on X by the 
now assumed 111.4, thus B,X C Sz, and hence B,X C Sz, n 9 n P,X by 
(3.1) of 3a. Thus TA = B,W, and the already known (2.38) make 
PLu E T,,X _C B,,X C L?,, n 9 n PLX, whence (2.1) with all vP E Sz, n 9 
makes u = P,u + Plu be in Sz, n 9. Hence G,,u = G,**u from GA C G,** 
(see the 2c proof last sentence) with Sz, the domain of GA , and hence the 
desired (2.41) follows from the already known (2.39) of 2c. Q.E.D. 
hOOF OF 2~‘. Here (2.41) is given with u t 2 n B,, , and with s, -= (u, 9,) 
there follows P,u = xy=, spyB by (2.1) and thus 1’“~ E 3 n fin since all q+, 
are so, and thus also P,u = (U - Pazl) E L? n Q,,; also here 
(see following (2.9)). Thus taking PO onto this (2.41) yields 1.2i and taking 
P L yields 1.2ii. Now with the 2d Hypotheses I, II, III.4 all still assumed here, 
and thus with T,, = B, W,, and all three operators bounded on X as in the 
above 2d proof, thus we can define zu = T,,P,G,P,p and have 
w E TAX C B,X C Q,, n 9 n PLX again as in the 2d proof. Hence from 
(3.12) and 3c and (2.7) and IV, = [I -- (PIGAB, - KJ-* above, 
(P,-H,,P~,e - PLGAPL - AP,) zu = P-J - (P,G,BA ~~ IQ] (&);I w 
= PJ -~ (P,G,BA ~ KJ] (II,);’ 
x B, W,P,G,P,,u 
= PJI - (P-,GAB, - KJ] WAP,~GAP,,u 
= P,G,P,u, (3.32) 
from which subtracting the already seen 1.2ii yields 
0 = II (Puff& - P,W’, -~ %,) (w - J-‘,d II 
= II P,(H, - GA - AZ) (w - P,u) II (3.33) 
with both w and P,u and hence w - P,u in Q,, n 9 n P,X. But the addi- 
tional hypothesis V.l here yields from (3.33) 
P,u = w = TAP-LGAPo~ (3.34) 
from which by P,,u = Cr=“=, s9vD above and u = P,,u + P,u follows both 
(2.37) and (2.38). 
Next putting (3.34) into the already seen 1.2i, 
0 = ([Ho - AI - P,G, - P,G,T,P,G,] Pou, v,p) (3.35) 
follows over all ?P E S, whence 
,,I 
P,P = c wi and P,H,u = H,P,,u = i sj/3jyi 
j-l j=l 
above and (2.1) with (2.26) clearly yield (2.36), since also GA is symmetric 
and T,, = B, WA = P,B, WA = P,.T, . Also P,u = zz=“_, sstppp, has 
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/I P,,u II2 = Cyx, 1 sp 12, whence 0 = X:=1 / sp I2 would make 
I/ F’,,u I] = 0 = (1 P,u I] by (3.34) and thus j/ u ]I2 = /I P,,u /I2 + /I Plu II2 = 0, 
contradicting I] u ]I > 0 assumed here for this solution u of (2.41). Hence 
]I u /I2 > (( P,,u II2 shows (2.30) follows, and hence also (2.35) follows from 
(2.36). Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2f. Since (2.19) is now assumed in V.2, from (3.12) of 3c we 
see for all w E L?,, n 9 n PLX that ru E B,X and zo = PLw and 
P,(H, - G, - AZ) w = (PIHuPl - P,G,P, - APL) w 
= FY - (P,GB, - W P,L1 w 
= V - (P~G,B, - &)I (B,L1 ZL’, (3.36) 
using in the last line that P,(B,);’ = (B,);l, since (B,,);l defined after (2.15) 
as justified by 3a is one-to-one from its domain B,X C PIX onto PIX and is 
the inverse of the one-to-one restriction of B,, to PLX. Since also 3e and (2.14) 
assumed in III.4 here make [Z ~ (P,G,B, - K,+)] be one-to-one from X onto 
X, hence (3.36) shows that Pl(H,, - G, - hZ) is one-to-one from 
Sz, n 9 n P,X into PLX, showing 1’. I holds. Thus all the 2e hypotheses 
follow here, showing the same for the 2e conclusions by the above 2e proof. 
Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2g. Since I, 11.1, and III.4 are here assumed, (3.4) follows by 
3b, which of course yields (2.19) (note the (2.21) remark) and thus V.2, with 
II holding as part of 11.1. Hence the 2f hypotheses all hold, and the just 
proved 2f yields all the asserted 2e conclusions. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2h. As in the first two sentences of the 2e proof, here we are 
given u E C8 n GA satisfying (2.41), and thus we have P,u and P,u both be in 
9 n Sz,, and 1.2i and 1.2ii both hold and P,u = XL1 spvr, with sr, = (u, Pi,). 
Thus using (2.19) here assumed in V.2, this u has PLu E 52, n 9 n P,X C B,X 
and (3.36) still applies now to w = P,u and yields with 1.2ii above 
[Z -- (P_,G,B, - Kn)] (BA);’ P,u = P,G,P,u = f s&‘~G~~J~. (3.37) 
p=1 
But 3c also makes (BJ;l P,u be in the domain of P,G,BA (which of course 
equals that of P,G,B, - K,), and (3.37) becomes 
(P,G,B, - KJ (B,);’ P,u = @AL1 Plu -- -f Q’,mGvn; (3.38) 
p=1 
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since III.2 here assumed, and including III.1 of all orders in its statements, 
has (2.10) defined for all integer v 3 1, thus (3.38) shows its left side to be 
in the domain of (P,G,B, - K,) and thus equivalently (B,);’ PLu is in the 
domain of (PLGABA - KA)2; likewise by using (3.38) inductively we see that 
(B,);’ P,u is in the domain of (P,G,J, - K,JTz for each integer 12 -> 1. 
Thus applying (3.14) of 3d to (3.37) and then operating by our bounded B, , 
we have with (2.22) and (2.23) 
PLu - B,(P,G,B, - K$+’ (B&l P,u = .T,P,G,P,,u = f s~~T~P~G~P)~ 
p=1 
(3.39) 
for each integer n > 0. 
Next transposing the second term on the left of (3.39) and then substituting 
into the above seen 1.2i, by (2.1) 
- (G,B,(P,GA - G)n+l (BJ;’ f’lu, 4 
using (2.25), (2.23), (2.7), and thus nTA = PL,TAPL , and GA symmetry. 
Also (2.7) and this G, symmetry with Bn and KA bounded Hermitian show 
for v and w in the domain of G,,B, that 
(B,[P,W, - &I w, v) = (W&W, 44 - (w, W-44 
= (BP, W&V) - (w, B,K,v) 
= C&w, P,GB, - &I 4. (3.41) 
With domain satisfaction seen as in the sentence including (3.38), successive 
application of (3.41) to (3.40) with Bn(BA);l v = v for v E B,J yields 
over all integer p E [I, m] for all integer n > 0, with s, = (u, &. 
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Finally with III.2 here assumed, from the resulting convergence of the 
series (2.12) we see with (2.22), (2.23), (2.25) that &‘&) = lim+,+m $&) 
exists complex over integer p, j E [ 1, m]; moreover, the resulting (2.11) shows 
by Schwarz that the (3.42) second term has limit zero as n -+ + co. Hence 
(2.42) follows here. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2i. Since all the 2h hypotheses are also assumed here, all the 
conclusions in 2h and its above proof remain valid. Also from IV. 1.1 of some 
order n > 0 now assumed in addition, we see from (3.39) for this n that 
Cr=“=, 1 sP / = 0 would make // PLu 11 = 0 as well as // P,,u (I2 = Cr="=, / s, I2 = 0 
and thus II u II2 = /I P,,u II2 + 11 PLu II2 = 0, contradicting II u II > 0 assumed 
for our (2.41) solution u in 2h and here. Hence crzl I sp I2 > 0 follows and 
thus also (2.30), and hence (2.43) follows from the already seen (2.42) of 2h. 
Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2j. By 3f we see IV.1.2 here assumed now implies IV.1 .l of the 
same order n, so all the 2j assertions follow from the above proved 2i. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2k. As in the 2i proof, all the conclusions in 2h and its proof 
still hold. Also from (2.18) now known by the assumption here of IV.2, 
and since we know (3.39) to hold with the left side second term defined for all 
integer n > 0, thus we have 
with fixed sP = (u, p,). But (3.43) shows CF=“=, / sz, 1 = 0 would make 
0 = /I PLu Ij as well as /I P,u /I2 = Cz=“=, I sP j2 = 0 and hence 
II u /I2 = II PIP II2 + II PLU II = 0, 
contradicting /I u /I > 0 assumed as in the 2i proof. Hence as there (2.30) fol- 
lows, and hence also (2.43) from the known (2.42) of 2h. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2m. We notice that the only difference in the hypotheses 
between 2m here and the previous 2h is that III.2 of 2h is replaced here by 
111.1 of some order n >, 1. We also notice that in the 2h proof up to and 
including (3.42) the only part of III.2 used was that III.1 of arbitrary order 
held. Thus reviewing these 2h proof arguments through (3.42) with the 
present n order limitation now imposed, we see that (3.42) and (3.39) with n 
there now replaced by Y still hold for every integer Y having 0 < v < n - 1; 
thus the desired (2.44) and (2.45) have been shown. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 2n. Here all the previous 2m conclusions still hold of course, 
and from the here added Hypothesis 1V.l.l of order u E [0, n - l] making 
409/w2-4 
,\I,,. of (2.16) have I ~ ,L, be one-to-one from its domain into f’!.Y, we see 
the previous (2.44) makes 
which when put into (2.45) makes our s, :: (u, cp,) have 
WI 
0 = c sj,f$j(h) (3.45) 
j=l 
with the definition (2.47). Also from (3.44) we see CT=“=, / sy / = 0 would 
make 11 P,u 11 = 0 as well as 11 P,,u /I2 = Cz=:_, / sg I2 === 0 and hence 
1; u /I2 = Ii Pou jj2 + 11 P,u II2 =-= 0,
contradicting j/ u 11 > 0 assumed in 2m and thus here. Hence C”,l;, j sP iz _ 0 
follows and thus also (2.30), from which (3.45) yields (2.46) as desired. 
Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 20. As in the 2j proof, IV. 1.2 here assumed implies IV. 1.1 by 
3f, so the 20 assertions all follow from 2n. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF 21~. As in the 2g proof (note the (2.21) remark), from II.1 
with I follows both II and V.2, so all the 2p assertions are obvious. Q.E.D. 
4. PREVIOUS PROBLEM SKETCH 
As promised in the last sentence of the introduction, in the light of the 
results attained in Section 2 here, we now sketch the current status of the 
problems in Sections 4 onward of our earlier Lamb shift paper [3]. 
First we may choose as follows the linear manifold ,& entering (4.21) and 
thereafter of this previous paper. Defining CJJX, k) over k, T E (1, 2) and 
nonnull x E E, by (6.15) and (2.27) of [4], with the Hilbert space 
X, = L,C,; E3) as in [3] (see p. 393), we consider u E X0 having for a 
choice of T the form 
u(x, k) = w(x) 0,(X, k) (4.1) 
over such x and k, where w(x) is some complex valued function over x E E, 
possessing continuous third order partial derivatives everywhere except 
possibly at the origin / x I = 0 and which satisfies the 1 x I + 0+ asymptotic 
requirement 
w(x) - P(x) = O(l x /py, [LJw - P)](x) = O(l x /3.5-) (4.2) 
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for each m = 1,2,3 with P(x) some polynomial in x1 , xs , xa of total degree 
< 3 and satisfies the ] x 1 --f + 00 asymptotic requirement 
w(x) = O(l x j--2.5-), [Lntw) (x) = O(l x I--J) (4.3) 
for such nz with some real constant 7 > 0. Here these (4.2) and (4.3) are to 
hold for each one of the differential operator choices 
with p + q + v = m and integers p, q, v > 0. Finally &? is defined 
as the linear manifold of X,, which is the set of all functions 
wr(x) ur(x, K) + We os(x, K) with the wuj as in (4.1). Since at each x E E, 
not on the (0, 0, 1) axis (that is / x, 1 # 1 x I) the two C, vectors 7z defined 
by g, = (2)-1’2 u,(x, K) over k = 1,2 for r = 1,2 are seen to form a complete 
orthonormal set in C, , thus this M is clearly a dense linear manifold of X,, . 
Now as conjectured following (5.10) of [3], this &’ just defined by (4.1) 
can be shown, by tedious but straightforward analysis, to contain all the H,, 
eigenvectors of form (6.14.1) and (6.14.2) of [4], and hence contains those 
corresponding to the Lamb states; presumably the same could be shown 
for all the H,, eigenvectors corresponding to all those Dirac ones associated 
with the Sommerfeld formula. Also again as conjectured following this 
(5.10), this .&? can be shown to have the limit in (4.21.2) of [3] existing finite 
complex for each pair of u0 E JY and v E Jz’. Also with so defined at the top 
of p. 408 of [3], with 9,,+ G g0 defined at the top of p. 414 there, with 
gc, = 9, n J&’ as in (4.20) and (4.21) there, and with go+ = &VO+ n B. 
as in (4.22) and (4.23) there, we see that go+ = Bs+ n (9a n 4) = Ba+ n J&!, 
and hence &I C 9,,+ (easily verified from (4.3)) shows J! = $s+ = a0 for 
all these domains in [3]. Thus we now know that the #n in (4.23) there, as 
defined by (4.22) and (4.23) there, is a bilinear functional on d @J&’ for 
this A; also this I,/J~ so defined is easily verified to be Hermitian symmetric, 
#,+(a, u) = #n(~, v) over u, v E.JI. 
Thus for the J&’ above we now have the problem of finding a (4.23) solution 
pair X and u,, , that is a real scalar h and a u0 E &Y having I( u0 II > 0 such that 
(4.23) of [3] is satisfied over all v E .,&I. For the above +A in (4.23), the existence 
of a constant M, E (0, -j- co) such that 
I C&I VI I G WI II v II (4.4) 
over all v E & for a fixed u E J&! is of course (first Riesz theorem) equivalent 
to the existence of a w, E X,, for this u such that &(u, v) = (wU , v) over 
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all v E J&‘. Since such w, when existent is unique by the above density of &Y, 
thus ,,G,u = w, can be defined and ,G, is a linear operator in X0 having 
th(u, 4 == WA 4 (45) 
over all u E J&” and v E J&‘, where the domain manifold J&” of ,G, is the set 
of all u E M for which (4.4) holds for some &fU . Note 4’ C J&’ and 
(c&h 4 = (u, ,,Gv) (4.6) 
over all u, v E J/Y’. 
Although not yet carried out, one would expect the J%” just defined by (4.4) 
to include those u in (4.1) with w of somewhat higher order differentiability, 
say perhaps sixth order with (4.2) and (4.3) accordingly modified; then 
density in X0 would still hold for J&” as for &‘, and likewise inclusion of the 
Lamb state eigenvectors of H,, . Also after replacing this symmetric ,G, 
by its closure OGT*, under a suitable constant choice (2.49) with (2.2)’ and 
(2.50) here, one may hope to show by analysis similar to that above that 
P&, ** - CJ) B, takes some such manifold of smooth functions into 
itself with satisfaction of a norm inequality like (2.17) here, whence III.3 
as well as I and II. 1 would hold and presumably also IV. 1.2, whence 2c and 
2j with 2p here would apply and yield our solution of (4.23) in [3], for which 
as in (2.52) here we know (4.24) there is the first approximation. 
Incidentally also more extensive (and corrected) computations since the 
fall of 1965 replace the tentative computation table on p. 423 of [3] with the 
following table using the same notation. 
Source 
(A,)-‘(,A, - J,) . . . 
,,I+$ Term . . . . . . 
p=OTerm . . . . . . 
p = 1 Term analytic part . . 
p = 1 Term nonanalytic part 
Part p = 2 term . . 
Part p = 3 term . . 
Part p = 4 term . 
- - - - . .1325 .1325 .1325 .1325 
. . + .137 + .240 + .313 f .414 
. . + 4.98 + 2.948 +2.067 +1.271 
. -8.46 -4.585 -3.000 - 1.573 
- .780 - .489 - . . .348 - .209 
. +4.45 +2.525 +1.701 i- ,957 
. . + 1.003 + .364 + .1804 + .0571 
+ ,266 t- .0611 + .0221 + .0054 
+ 1.47 + .931 + .803 + .790 
(4.7) 
In this (4.7) computation for thep 2 2 terms, the Q-i parts in (4.21)-(4.24) 
and (7.1) of [3] are quite negligible and have been ignored; also of the pi 
part of these p > 2 terms only the major “analytic” part has been computed, 
the analog of the p = 1 term “nonanalytic” part not having been done in 
(4.7). 
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We consider that the above (4.7) computation table indicates that the major 
contributions have all been included without significant mistakes, this 
conclusion coming from the degree of agreement of the four sums there, 
which would have to coincide if all terms were included and all computational 
errors eliminated. Of course, as the spread of these (4.7) sums indicates, 
considerable further computation is needed to get precise numerical results 
(see Eg, [5] under a different formulation); presumably the 6#A- contributions 
computed in (4.7) for the larger 6 = 8a,po and S = 12~~~ are a bit low, and 
for the smaller S = 4a,,~s the slowness of the convergence of the p summation 
series requires more p terms than in (4.7) and also perhaps some “non- 
analytic” parts of the p = 2, 3,4 terms. Notice already, perhaps fortuitously, 
that the equally weighted average of these (4.7) sums is 
+ .998, (4.8) 
which is quite satisfactorily close to the value + 1 .OOOO. . . needed for physical 
acceptability of our Hamiltonian formulation in Section 2 of [3]. 
Also subsequent further analysis indicates that the conjecture in the last 
sentence of Section 3 of [3] is false, the true situation being more complicated. 
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